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ABSTRACT
In the area of positiverelativism various theory based creative developments have been coming to being for the

purpose of add upping and inclusively incorporating into the area of diversity democracy as well as purposively to use

as the guiding principle while government structural adjustment could be framed and built up specially during the

phase of Politicopositivism as well as might begin from the phase of Politicorelativism. In such a way, the following

theories have been developed for the aforementioned purpose. In this regard, based on the possibility of adjustment

taking hold especially while phases of diversity democracy proceed to the last Politicopositivism as advancing the

major events taking holding while the second phase of Neo Politicorelativism making paving the lane towards the last

phase as the bridge taking into consideration as if obliged. This becomes the philosophical understanding and

guiding principle of couple with other theories formerly built in the area of diverse identity. The theories include

Ecolopositiverelativism, Politicopositiverelativism, Econopositiverelativism, and Sociopositiverelativism.

Key Words:- Ecolopositiverelativism, Politicopositiverelativism, Econopositiverelativism,

Sociopositiverelativism

Introduction

Diversity democracy is a politicoeconomic ideology that target to
handle in a well and democratic principle all diversity and
diverse identity that exist among any known community
anywhere exist across the globe. It is a type of democracy that
aimed to build up recognition, respect, appreciation, acceptance
among in democratically governed known communities by
taking into consideration the protection, preservation and
recognition of diversity and diverse identity belongs to them as
human right as if beyond consideration of reality on the ground
among the respective community of any couple with
democratically governing administrative protocol prevalence for
the realization of the way democratic governance and democratic
right in the well and fully manner (7Meseret Bekele, 2021).
Besides big ideal of the same ideology taking into consideration
of diversity and diverse identity exist couple with human right
preservation with taking into account the existence rule of law as
the universal level as if couple such consideration and
reconsideration of the locally exist reality among any community
as if obliged including the issue belongs to personally for the
members among the same and other respective community

(9Meseret Bekele, 2020). Furthermore, the realization of the
inculcation and full realization of the excepted appropriate
positive perception and outlook that related to the area of
positivism and positivity as stating in the same way as the
development of positive attitude building among those diverse
identity having group of communities elsewhere across the globe
regardless of any discrimination, prejudice, stereotype and
partiality that taking into account as the major ideal delightfully
consideration giving with in diversity democracy (8Meseret
Bekele, 2020).

As has been stated above, diversity democracy inclusively
targeting all reality including social, economic, political, norm
building up, perceptual up holding, communally exit reality on
the ground, rule of law, communal as well as personally being
membership holding in the same community related reality
consideration based human right taking holding as among the
elements to be taking into embrace in the area of the same
ideology to come up with inclusive way of good governance into
place in pragmatic approach(2Meseret Bekele, 2020). In other
words, it is a type of politicoeconomic ideology that targets to
inclusively include all diversity and diverse identity of any kind
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in political governance to come up with more democratic,
prevalence of rule of law, consideration of reality among any
community, preservation of human and democratic(11Meseret
Bekele, 2020; 3Meseret Bekele, 2020). Means to end as if taking
into holding with its own phases as obliged to that of the same
politicoeconomic ideology. The means is the mentioned
ideology as if the end result is the decision coming up after the
fully implementation of the same ideology and beyond. In other
words, the same politicoeconmic ideology developed to come up
with the means to take hold final result as the end result to
become coming with fully recognition, respect and toleration
building up towards diversity and diverse identity as if respect
and toleration building upping up diverse having community as
if also taking holding with positivity and positivism building
towards each as the perceptual and outlook towards in positive
manner (2Meseret Bekele, 2020). Besides, among diverse having
as well positivity and positivism taking holding between
institutions as well as constituted and to be constituted
communal by known communities to that of their members but
as the case of global dynamism must sustainable taking place
even with speedy as if the same ideology at last must taking hold
not only positivism and positivity taking holding but also
relativism and relativity with in positivism and positivity as to
the case to come up with the fullest terms of the end result of
the same ideology(7Meseret Bekele, 2020). In such instance, the
same ideology development or fabrication aimed to be coming
with a means to work on the way diversity and diverse identity
taking hold in the governance of all round towards human right
taking holding and recognition given in universal way (2Meseret
Bekele, 2020). In other cases with more inculcated into the way
positivism taking into consideration aside with go well with and
towards the global dynamism as nothing become smooth and
absolute as if consideration taking the latter inculcation of
relativism with in positivism as if must be taking hold in
diversity democracy at least in the last phase or begin with the
second phase of the same politicoeconomic ideology. As same
ideology must incorporate additional relativism case for the
realization of in corporately taking hold work engagement
successfully implementation taking place as if the latter issued
additional development of theory for the purpose of realization
of the final end results of this new ideology. To realize the stated
purpose of theory development in the area of creative
development, the manuscript taking hold the following study
objectives i) to develop theories in the area of positiverelativism
to take hold with in diversity democracy ii) to justify in
reasonable way the area of positiverelativism perspective in line
with the discussion taking hold of the developed theory iii) to
discuss the developed theories in separate.

Result and discussion

Overview on the area of developed theory of
positiverelativism

The consideration area of diversity democracy in relation to
positiverelativism become new concept. In the same area idea
building for positiverelativism in aggregate as well as separately
among the independently taking into embracing theories of
positiverelativism as if possible. For such issue of consideration,

the latter exhaustively included with in this study. In such case,
theory building in the area of positivism or positivity building as
well as relativism based kinship and family based interaction,
intercommunication and intercommunication taking holding as
if among the latter Econorelativism, Sociorelativism and
Politicorelativism taking place so far. Likewise, in such a way as
another area of creative development as if area of relativism
building in positive way with positive perception and attitude
towards inclusively all way with in positivism and positivity
taking into consideration as if also obliged and taking into
reflection this relativism building for the area of positivism and
positivity area of at least at Politicopositivism phase of diversity
democracy taking embracing activities and task
accomplishments. In such way as positivism and positivity
requires more major interconnection, intercommunication as
well as any interaction in positive way as underlined within the
theory of positivism and positivity as if relativism issue taking
into consideration while adjustment of sectorials in the case of
public and administrative structure framing, designing as well as
the work towards making favorable for the usual
accomplishments of any kind as if project based to contribute
and enhance more towards the realization of the objective
behind well done positivism and positivity based work of
implementation, interaction, interconnection as any interaction
and interconnection in the area of the same and other
institutions also requiring the way interaction and respective
interconnection taking place. The realization of the objective
behind any accomplishments as if based on this categorical case
of institutional and sectorial based structural interconnection
and adjustment while institutions of any diversification taking
holding as if the major one is simply incorporation of all diverse
and diverse identity taking into consideration based on line
upping public and administrative structure building either top-
down or bottom-up unit of management institute engagement
taking into place belong side of obligation concurrently by
attachment and interconnection based sectorial mission having
to taking hold all institution as diverse identity inclusively taking
into effect towards the mission of accomplishing the ideal and
goal realization of diversity democracy. As to such issue of
relativism based interconnection issually consideration while
positivism and positivity building taking place. In other words,
on such case at least to make suitable the stated goal realization
as if structural or political adjustment during phases of
Politicopositivism or Neo Politicorelativism of diversity
democracy with consideration embracing of relativism
adjustment building sectorially institutionalizing among those
institutions as economic, political, ecological, social context and
other as required. The same adjustment taking into
consideration for the sake of administrative structure building as
a big protocol of good governance that taking hold all round
positivism building not only the realization of the same
positivity towards each other among the community and
members of the respective community of any as also for the sake
of the realization of well planting all diverse institutions as well
as identity taking holding among respective community as well
as their members. In other words, works towards the sake of the
simplicity as well as suitability of any project task
accomplishments of the issue of making adjustment inline with
not only the ideal of positivism and positivity but also with in
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that ideal inclusion of relativism based work engagement as if
mandatory. While positivism taking holding as a big theory of
the same phases as of under such the way relativism inculcate
into lining towards adjustment structure building or
development in the same political ideology as the phases
requires protocols and the way structure to be built as if
separative based sectorially as ecological, economic context as
well as other context as stated above should be issued. Positivity
and positivism building towards ecology usually more
appropriate specially taking into consideration such as to wisely
and appropriately utilize the natural resources at the local level
and even beyond. For the same case of simplicity that to be
structure adjustment during phases of Neo Politicorelativism
and Politicopositivism in diversity democracy as if building
positivism in relative way as if must be taking into consideration.
Positivity building towards ecology in relative way with other
appropriately to be holded institutions or contexts as if in
relative way to each other to mean that working for ecological
purpose must be interrelated with other environmental as well
as the utilization of natural resources as well as political
institutions as well also economic fiscal institution or economic
and financial institutions sectors. As to such the major area at
least taking into consideration inclusively as ecological couple
with handling of scarce natural resources as
Ecolopositiverelativism as well Economic, social and political as
Econopositiverelativism, Sociopositiverelativism and
Politicopositiverelativism respectively.

In such a way to come up with the ideal of
Ecolopositiverelativism in inclusive way positivity building
towards ecological handlement as well as wisely utilization of the
results of the same handled responsibility must be appropriately
seen in the eyes of positivism and positivity building in relative
way by incorporating in a well manner with other institutions as
well as other sectors taking holding while adjustment and
structure taking into consideration. In such a way as of taking
into placing political administrative responsibility protocol and
engagement of the handlement good governance as among the
elements taking into embrace for the same purpose tackling the
way ecological and other scarce resources handling taking place
couple the way utilization taking hold as well as economic fiscal
taking holding to realize the ideal incorporated with in
ideological based Ecolopositiverelativism for similar and the
same purpose nationally as well internationally coming up with
rule and regulation in relation to first the way ownership issue
case as well compromising and uncompromising issue taking
into accounting based on legality based of respecting the right
and fate of ahead generation as universalisation must be
essentially obliged. In such case as if the area of consideration
must be issued in the timely consideration given sectors,
institutions as well as needed and demanded taking holding of
the sectorial based on the mission and vision at the time taking
holding. As to such issue of positivism and positivity on one
part and relativism building among those consideration given
sectors, institutions, adjustment needed with in different sectors
taking into consideration is obliged. As to such, much labor,
much capital, much skill, knowledge, positive attitude might be
needed more than today’s consideration given as the phase
might consideration given also. In such way, relativism building

to interconnect, making to interact the tools and means and
even way taking hold to realize the same and other objective
related to the aforementioned mission, vision, and objective
behind Politicopositivism phase of diversity democracy and
beyond. As no absolute with consideration of positivity and
positivism as if relative way building for the ahead
communication, interaction as well as work engagement taking
holding enhancement as to the respective positivism and
positivity as if also must be consideration given as dynamism
ahead must be taking into place with speedy as such might
taking hold the way the ahead generation leading livelihood
without compromised by the subsequent belatedly generation
and then followed for the ahead again also.

Ecolopositiverelativism

In the area of Ecolopositiverelativism more enhancing the way
ecology to be conservation taking hold to realize more
sustainability in the area of not only ecological management but
also waying to the way more sustainable conservation and
preservation taking into place for the sake of having more
appropriate utilization of scarce natural resources to bear
upcoming the taking into holding of wisely utilization of the
same agenda of natural resources elsewhere exist bit also equally
consideration giving taking hold as ownership belongs to the
whole global citizens. In other words, if the case of the way
conservation and preservation taking place become ill prepared
as if scarcity usually more intensely resulted as the impact finally
bear more outcome with the case leading to those scarce and
non renewable become way towards extinction. As to such
unmanageable utilizing might totally and partially having
negative impact and can bear violation of the right of the future
generation that might possibly consideration given as lacking
knowledge of right of the building of appropriate respect for the
ahead generations to not only negatively impacting the way they
would appropriately leading own livelihood by using the timely
exist natural and other both renewable and non renewable
resources due to ill utilization or well handled by the
predecessors generation due to lack of understanding and other
means that usually resulting ill consideration giving of inheriting
the globe as the whole ownership belongs. In this instance,
making any generation to not take hold what appropriately must
take hold specially in the area of ecological as well as resources
for the sake not only living aside population but also the future
generation ahead as if must issueing possibility at least lead to
the extinction of human species totally or partially as if the case
of selfishness upholding any resources must be taking into
consideration including any ecological based exist of biodiversity
as if the case of extinction of human species largely resulting due
to extinction and damaging ecological as well any resources exist
specially the case natural resources become unknowingly or
knowingly as if undoubtful. In such area as if belongingness
stating with ahead future generation also must be consideration
given as if in this theory belongingness consideration giving via
wisely utilization of any resources without compromising the fate
of future generation as well as through conservation of any
ecological elements as if taking holding at the global level as if
must be consideration given via universalization based on
consideration of legality and other instruments taking into
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account to make save or safely taking hold the agenda of
Ecolopositiverelativism. For such, making the subsequent
generation taking holding what the globe inheritance to them as
if compromising with inheritance becoming more selfish and
could the way understand the natural right of the ahead
generation either the case of short term two or three generation
as well beyond for the long term case as if must be manageable
begin now onwards.

As to such to come up with positivity and positivism taking
holding not only for the environmental and ecological
consideration in a way to sustain its all elements, the generation
of any living and livelihood leading taking hold but also for the
sake of knowledgeable based protection and safeguarding of the
ahead generation right of any, specially, the right to utilize well
properly and wisely without compromising the way their ahead
generation lost nothing because of their appropriate handling of
the target ecological and environmental constituents as if also
the case must relatively building taking holding to fully realize
the objective future generation of any to not violate the
aforementioned right of wisely utilization as if taking hold and
making among elements to be constituted while governmental
or public administrative structure could be framed and building
up begin from planning phase of the same consideration. In
such case the ahead generation usually sharing what they taught
from their fathers and forefathers as the generation as if
commonly exist. So therefore, any generation must share and
positiverelativism based on ecological and other necessary
inheritance case of building up as the cultural and societal norm
could must be the whole generation whether the case of
horizontally as well as vertically inheriting and sharing to each
other including the way lesson and education or socialization to
fully plan, accomplish and realize the area of responsibility
bearing for the ahead generation by any generation ahead
predecessors taking holding. Especially, this could also be
mandatory as any livelong building of human species totally
depend on the way the same species utilize resources at hand
and conserve to sustain live on earth specially in case of human
beings while generational responsibility taking holding as if
obliged.

Alongside to the aforementioned themes and ideals taking
holding, hampering of any ecological and environmental
constitutes as if must be banned to not wisely utilized means to
not consideration given the right of fore generations as well as
ahead of the latter also. In such a way lacking such
understanding and putting into effect the way uncompromised
must be compromised case as also the vise verse must be issued.
The case issue in positive manner as well as positivism and
positivity with relativism to include within sectorial
development alongside with other sectors as well as among each
other various ecological and environmental constitutes of
severally exist natural resources including manmade resources
should must be inherited to the ahead generation as the right
belongs to the latter. For such scarce resources of any should
possibly inheritance allowing must be getting legal framework
not only at the local level but also at international level as if the
case issue of scarce resources should manageable taking holding
as if obliged. In other instances as if scarce natural resources as

the case largely bear impact on the way the subsequently ahead
generation livelihood leading taking into account.

As to such issue of taking holding positive perception towards
not only parallely and timely existing generation but also
towards the benefit to be bear for the subsequent generation
ahead to use wisely the scarce non renewable natural resources
as well as to simply to realize the sustainability live and aliving of
human species across the globe. As negative perception holding
and unwise utilization easily damage the way generation work up
on with positive attitude towards sustaining live and aliving as if
making manageable the well handling with good perception as
the otherside might directly result unconservational handlement
of any natural and manmade resources as if the latter must
banned in a legal base not only at the local level but also
international based making also obliged. As such issue also
encourageably working up on towards sustaining the potential of
ecological protection as well as for the fully realization of more
positivity sustaining or targeting to sustain live and alive as if
must be a well done area as stated above also must be
encouraged with optimism taking holding. But areas of
encouragement bearing taking holding propagating and
advocacy building through various means and methods. As to
such making fun the consideration of mentioning wise use of
natural and any resources exist as if considering as unwise
project to limit the wisely utilization of the national resources by
the regime holding elites as well as with their families as if
among the taking into consideration giving as such laughing at
such wise elite project and advocacy must be illegality taking
into consideration not only at local or national level but also at
international level as if must be seen as banning case. As such
laughing at such work and work engagement and making
positively working on the area humorous or comical and using
for ill consideration given using as black naming simply among
making such as the political advocacy of the otherside
inappropriate case of attaching to opponence competing for the
timely power handlement as if must be banned legally as the
criminal act against human alive hampering and damageable act
towards the sustainability of human species on earth as such
issue of working on as also must begin prior now onwards.
While relativism taking into consideration with in positivism
and positivity as if the issue dynamism taking into consideration
towards more positive attitude as the case interaction,
interconnection must lead to the more thinking and perceiving
towards each other in coherent way and more positivity taking
into consideration first towards ecological and the scarce natural
resources taking hold as well as other resources also emanated
from the ecological handlement and the way the generation
utilize the scarce resources as if waying towards sustaining and
even creating new way that might lead to the preservation the
natural resources as if also by using small or few natural
resources then coming up with more productive creative works
that can make able to handle another additional output result as
the case of the final outcome of the utilization of natural
resources must ahead coming with additional resultant output
through modification, additive case consideration as well as
recycling issues and beyond.
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Econopositiverelativism

In the area of Econopositiverelativism area of consideration,
similar to that of Ecolopositiverelativism, as if issues of
economic context not only positive attitude building but
positive interconnection building with other sectorials and
institutional handlement with taking into consideration the area
of economic diversification of the case of means, modes as well
as economic activities must built in relative to other institutions.
Here, according to the ideal behind this theory of
Econopositiverelativism interconnection is obliged while
structure of any taking into consideration with economic sectors
as well as vise verse. While positivity issue taking place in the
area Econopositiverelativism context direct linkage building in
relative way to make not only interconnection but also building
interdependence to sustain one among each other as if
independently in separate way inconsideration of building
positively might be related to disconnecting and finally bear
sectorial separatism taking holding might lead to damaging the
already built and expected to be developed as well as other
taking into consideration means of sustaining the live long
context of all institutions in equal terms as well as positivity in
one area or any sectorial institution much in reach with another
nearby aside having sectorial institutions. As to such, while
institutional handlement, structural adjustment taking place as
if interconnection based on positivity and positivism taking hold
in relative manner as if also must be issued the correlation
between the institutional sectors as well as the livelong handling
of the whole sectors to manage resources taking hold easily and
protecting unwisely utilization of any resources come up after
separating all diverse entity context and institutions as if must
be taking into consideration while the structural adjustment
taking place in a way positively and positivism taking hold
towards all sectorial institutions as well as the same or other
similar sectorial structural adjustment and structural framing
taking place to make well function in interrelated and
interdependent way as if also must be seen with the eye of
relative way as of this lead to and bear with way resources
handled in controllable way towards the realization of wisely
based utilization for all but controlling to the way minimal based
cost effectiveness with efficiency taking hold in more utilization
coming with more output at the end result but impact based
taking holding positivity and positivism building of the case of
outlook and perception upholding as if the case never
compromised but issue of taking holding saving the scarce
resources to be coming at the final end result to be the way
towards generational compromising and uncompromising as if
indication bearing as the objection for the ahead generation
coming towards the predecessors might totally or partially in
unwise and with holding ill caution taking to inherit the barren
resource of the globe must be banned as legality taking into
consideration if possible. As to such, the ideal of the same
statement issually indicate that uncontrollable mischief and
unwisely utilizing while positivism and positivity negatively
impacted due to varying internal and external factors to that of
sectorial institutions as if legality issue must be taking into
consideration to realize the former problems affecting the
generation.

Politicopositiverelativism

In the same way with such issue of Ecolopositiverelativism and
Econopositiverelativism as the area of both and beyond requires
political adjustment with necessary protocol to realize the
mission, vision, objective as well as final goal of sustainability of
the livelong generation upholding. In such case mentioning not
only political ideal making sustainable to sustain timely peaceful
coexistently livelihood leading as well as interconnection,
intercommunication as well interaction among the timely exist
community as well as members of the respective community and
beyond but also issue taking into consideration of the
livelonging aliving generation by making to inheritance
developing the way we do more as the way the generation ahead
do best via similar objective and aim mission taking into
consideration via socialization as well as positivity for self
generation as well for the ahead generation in subsequent way
upcoming. In such a way the fate of ahead generation might not
only on teaching citizenship education for the timely based
coherent building among the existence of diverse entity but also
ahead would come ahead would and will all think for all global
citizens and civilization ahead to more flourish as if making
political adjustment as if impact bearing on other institutions
must be equally taking into consideration. The case of such not
only restricted to timely building multi party system as if also
consideration giving of the ideal of certain ideology as if must
consideration given the fate of future generation by appropriate
means without hampering any divergence, diversity, diverse
identity, human right violation, reality exist anywhere but issue
of future must ahead given as a mission as the case directly
related the aliving and livelong sustaining of the human species
for millennia and beyond from now onwards. As to such
ignorance and discrimination of party based of building multi-
party system or other means as if never be thinkable as diversity
democracy thought based on or begin with political ideal
divergence. In other words, the latter theme must taking hold
the same adjustment while coming to work on such
Positiverelativism as if also issue of institution based sectorial
structural framework existence as if also must be taking hold
while taking and coming with Politicopositivism ideas that
regulate the way political context of the respective country to be
regulated in separate as well as with other parties as if with
varying degree diversification in political ideal as if might exist
as such also leading the way to having additional opportunity
the way the national politics could be regulated and manageable
taking hold. As an ideal behind the same Politicopositivism as
well as the phases it holded of Politicopositivism as if framing
the political structural administrative adjustment based on
inclusive way as the way all its procedures should inclusively
regulate all sectorial and institutional sectorial implementation
as if having its own mission and vision based structure to the
local unit as decentralization and devaluation of power to the
stakeholders at the bottom including to the unit administrators
as well as representatives of the community that chiefly exist
including those handling the local customary law in varying
degree. In the same way bottom up information delivery in a
well manner to fill the gap that might created while report
delivery in seasonal or regular term based taking into
considerations lacks unanimosity as if among the one that must
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be taking into consideration to assure what is planned as well as
taken as a mission usually taking into consideration in an
inclusive way as if morality as well as legality issue as among the
issue of consideration given. As to such issue of morality as if
must be issued in any implementation begin from planning
period as if also the case usually hatred must be healed in the
same way as the usual positivism and positivity taking holding
among in relative way as if also alongside to that of the
preservation and protectional of any right kind as if also issue
managing each and every sector making suitable and appropriate
for the case coming up with good governance as if must be
issued and also must be seen inclusively in all sector based
mission taking of the case as if interrelated sectorial based in
inclusive way. As if also taking into consideration within and
inter-party political agenda might varying degree taking hold as
if exist as diverse idea having possibility big chance for the
couple of countries as history shown as but diversification with
positivity alone largely finally might lead to merging the
opportunity that diverse ideal create in the political sphere. So
therefore, diversification taking holding positivism and positivity
as if also positivism and positivity diversification with in relative
way as must be taking holding obliged in appropriate way. The
issue taking holding positivism that began with relativism might
followed with positivism relativism in any way while the political
ideal of diversity democracy taking place. As to such issue of
diversification couple with the issue of first relativism and
relativity taking holding then followed by or ahead of such
positivism towards diversification then ahead as stated above
positivism and positivity as if concurrently with positivism in
relativism way from within intra-party ideal as well as interparty
ideal. Ideals as if must be taking holding must whether the case
of idea expressional issue as well as mentioning and stating such
party based or elite based idea taking holding. Majorly as seen in
the history of human being as well as state formation and state
building as if the case minorly taking holded. As to such now
time might consideration given as if obliged as additional
opportunity gaining usually comes from varied degree diversity
exist ideals and idea stating in any way based on the principle
and philosophy of positivism and positivity taking holding.
What must be consideration given here is that all must
recognize not only the way positivity and positivism coming up
with positive outlook but positive outlook existence in
pragmatic way as well as must be put into effect as if must and
obliged.

Sociopositiverelativism

In the area of Sociopositiverelativism as if all sociocultural
elements timely exist couple with at a time innovation acts as if
must be consideration given in positivism and positivity related
relativism taking holding consideration given in as a separate
entity but also as the cooperation and inclusive way of stating
mission own having as example tamely existing cultural norms,
societal ethical values language consideration as well as at a time
and priority existing and taking placing innovational and
invention acts as if the issue of sectorial building for the well
done at least at certain level issue of researchablity to come with
new innovative act and creative development as also must
handled and consideration giving must be issued. This what is

consideration given as the fundamental assumption of sectorial
structure framing and building as if also must be stated well in
well planned form. Additionally in the area of well done
sectorial structure development and adjustment or reshuffling as
if taking holding not only new innovative acts the way
innovative acts taking into consideration the more existence one
or alive sociocultural elsewhere as if must be appropriately
taking into consideration and such issue as if also must be
inclusively taking holding as a vision based mission taking
holding, As such any invention and innovation act must be
coming up with newly add upping knowledge, skill, criteria
taking holding as if also taking holding the way guiding line
issue in while innovation act taking into consideration but if the
element of certain invention mismatch with the existing societal
norm as if must be seen with caution but diverting the existing
norm without add upping as if must be seen from different
angle as the case might sometimes without add upping to the
existing knowledge and norm building side effect alone resulting
might exist. For such sectorial based own structure or in
combination with what has been taking holding specially
coming up with assessment of the case usually issually taking
into account as if obliged. In some case might negative impact
bear by the mentioned invention as if taking holding as an
impact and resultant consequence exist for such issue
consideration giving assessment not only based on quality as
quality issue improvement easily possible but the would be
criteria based impact bear and might result ahead with pre
adjustment requirement setting must be into place. In the other
area Sociopositiverelativism issue the independently with
interconnection taking holding sectorial adjustment and
structural building to the local unit to sustain and banning any
hamperance the positivity and positive outlook taking holded
and related perception as if minorly or majorly what
incorporated and constituted as if any social context that timely
exist as globalization issue usually showing as speedy global
dynamism. As the case banning any hampering agenda should
also be must banned positivity as if also must be sustained as a
regular issue of implementation to be worked up on as if must
and obliged. In case of Sociopositiverelativism interrelation
building with the so called other sectors the issue social and
cultural context structural framing and adjustment is must be
taking holding obliged. In such case various social and cultural
norms of any society must be reflected in the way
Politicopositiverelativism taking place as well as
Econopositiverelativism taking holding ethical or socio-ethical
norm building as if engagement in any economic activities as
well as utilization in a positive way of mode of production as
well as means of production must taking hold the norm and
ethical values that the known society or respective known society
built and developed for more interconnection to work together
for mutual benefit of consideration giving all members of the
respective community as well as way of building norms also must
reflect the way the whole community or national issue leading
livelihood as if in modernity taking into consideration and in
the way reflecting advancement and global dynamism context
incorporating cases as to such no static way of normative as well
as social ethical values taking holding but all must be
modification taking hold as if the interrelation building with
positiverelativism way with other areas as if also must
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consideration given all aspect of global context whether the case
of dynamism as well as other creative development that usually
lead to the l\global dynamism way in speedy way as if all should
be incorporated to the way positive relativism building taking
place couple with the local static-dynamism taking holding
context. As to the latter static-dynamism as if nothing
consideration given all the time revolutionary based change
orienting or consideration given but reform through regime
changing, changing party ruling the regime holding of the
nation as if taking into consideration must be essentially taking
into account case obliged. In such way always revolution in any
way excepting as if majorly changing normative and total societal
ethical as well as the way livelihood taking holding in total way
as if in the eyes of modern sense mainly distractive taking
holding as if must be consideration given as usually during
modernity time period a number of usual creative and
innovative acts that the livelihood of the global citizens based on
livelihood leading taking place as if harmonization might be
issued not only peaceful way livelihood leading but total
destruction of for instance the case of flourished
industrialization exist elsewhere unmanageable affected means
total distraction variably lead to destruction of the livelihood of
human species as well as biodiversity else exist. So therefore, to
combat such destructive negative impact having as if normative
as well as societal norm of ethical values that totally or partially
able to combat such negative impact must be built among all
known communities as if mandatory as if issue of problem of
positiverelativism guideline in the area of social and social
context among elsewhere exist known community as if finally
reaching elsewhere across the globe as if unquestionable as such
also consideration given as among the negative impact bear by
globalization issue. Issue of such universal based principle and
guiding line of Sociopositiverelativism as if must consideration
given as well correctional methods and means based on its own
fundamental assumption as if must be taking place. In such a
way issue of manageable combating the global destructive norm
and normative building must be seen in the eyes of global
context to be banned if exist and seen. The area of
consideration given of Sociopositverelativism as if must be
equally seen as among the major area of Ecolopositiverelativism,
Politicopositiverelativism as well as Econopositiverelativism. In
such case without Positiverelativism based norm and societal
based values consideration guideline, principle and
philosophical understanding building as if realization of the
above elements in fully or partial way as if questionable.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The area of consideration given in the study is positiverelativism
as if coming up with different theories based for the area of
incorporating into the way cultural relativism foundation
diversity democracy as well as inclusive diversity democracy
could hold the area of varied institutional and sectorial issue to
be while framing governmental administrative structure taking
hold for the purpose of smoothly running the governance in the
area of diversity of any kind specially in at least of phase
Politicopositivism as if the case positivism and positivity taking
holding with relativism taking into consideration based sectorial

based institutional handlement well as if consideration of
positivity must be built in the area of Ecolopositiverelativism as
the latter theory stated positivism and positivity issue taking into
consideration the livelihood of human being with ecological,
environmental as well as resource handlement as if any but also
incorporated into political positivism and positivity with its own
theory for inclusively interconnection taking into consideration
having its own guideline and assumption taking hold as
principle and philosophical understanding as if such theory
called Politicopositiverelativism. With other regard, the case of
any societal norm built earlier sometime beginning from
anciently taking holding to that of recently built and developed
based on the criteria already setted to tackle the side effect
would come along specially taking holding formulas theories etc
as the norm some existence among any locality as if also in line
with such consideration of positivity and positivism in the
hands of Positiverelativism issue taking place to that of any
economic engagement, mode of production as with time
dimension of sectorial institution based structure having
elements of Econopositivism as if the major to be taking into
consideration with in this study.
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